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Many enterprises have already moved their 
operations to the cloud and it is clear that more 
will follow. The cloud’s advantages are obvious, 
such as cost reduction, flexibility, scalability and 
security. However, the migration and develop-
ment of new big data analytics use cases in the 
cloud are challenging. Data scientists need to 
develop and deploy enterprise-ready analytics 
running on big data using the latest ML and AI 
frameworks, which is preferably realized by apps. 
All other employees have to be enabled to use 
these apps, without the need for cloud enginee-
ring expertise. Finally, any cloud-based app 
should be easily movable to other environments.

NorCom addresses this problem within its big 
data analytics platform DaSense: Quickly and 
easily move from development to production by 
transforming interactive analysis from an 
analytics notebook to a Web App. 
In a typical use-case, data scientists develop an 
analysis within a DaSense Notebook, connected 
to all available on-prem or cloud resources. When 
ready, the notebook is converted to a Web App. 
This app can be deployed in the cloud and 
accessed worldwide by all end users, without 
DaSense, and without the need for any special IT 
knowledge other than filling a use-case specific, 
simple GUI. Additionally, it is also possible to link 
multiple Apps into a Workflow, by sending the 
output results of an App as inputs to a second 
App.
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The Added Value
Using DaSense as a development platform, it is now easier than ever to migrate your analytics use cases 
to the cloud:

- Web Apps are platform-independent, freely accessible by all end-users, 
also without DaSense and without specific IT skills other than filling a GUI
- DaSense offers an interactive development environment for Web Apps 
based on Notebooks, where the analytics use case is developed (locally, 
on premise, or in the cloud)
- The DaSense App SDK easily converts a Notebook to a Web App. This 
includes front-end components, templates for inputs and 
outputs, parameter parsing, a Rest API, and much more
- Migration does not have to occur all at once, but can be 
done on an app-by-app basis
- DaSense App Architecture: Easily move Web Apps to other 
environments, on cloud, on-prem or edge (prevent vendor lock-in)
- Workflows: Apps can be connected to build complex, end-2-end 
analysis pipelines
- Big-Data native: All apps are ready to connect to your favourite cloud 
services (e.g. Data Lake or Spark computer resources)
- User Management: Easily connect your app to the cloud’s Active 
Directory 
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Make sense of your data!
DaSense

DEVELOPMENT
Quickly develop your analytic use case 
interactively with your Notebook.

PRODUCTION: WEB APP
For maximum flexibility, create a 
cloud-based Web App for easiest 
company-wide use and reproducibility.

Convert to Web App

COMBINE APPS & WORKFLOWS
Multiple modular and generic Apps can be easily 
chained to build a powerful, end-end analysis 
worflow


